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 Accelerates funding schedule for educator 
salaries from 19-20 to 18-19 (6362 §202).

 Adjusts regionalization, increasing six west-side 
districts from 1.00 to 1.06. (6362 §203).

◦ Applies if district shares a boundary with another district 
that is more than one tercile higher (more than .06).

 Provides Experience Factor of .04 for 56 districts 
which is added to the Regionalization Factor. (6362 
§203).

◦ A district is provided the experience factor adjustment if 
its median experience for CIS is above the statewide 
average, AND if its ratio of CIS advanced degrees to 
bachelor degrees is above the statewide ratio.
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 Salary increases still limited to CPI for 18-19 
transition year with added exceptions. (6362 §204).

◦ Experience and education step increases.

◦ If district is below average total salary by group, district 
may move up to average.

◦ Changes due to added staff for enrollment growth or 
state funded increases.

◦ New National Board bonuses.

 Revises EHB 2242 language regarding CAS salary 
paid with enrichment. (6362 §205, 301).

◦ Enrichment levy funds cannot exceed 25% of total CAS 
salary expenditures.
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 Special education excess cost multiplier 
increased from 0.9309 to 0.9609 (6362 §102).

 LAP funding based on three-year rolling average 
of F&R rates rather than one year (6362 §104). 

 Creates transportation alternative funding grant 
program if funded, but not in budget (6362 §103).

◦ OSPI must review district’s efficiency rating, geographic 
constraints and other factors to determine eligibility.

 Delays K-3 class size compliance until 19-20 
(6362 §102). 

◦ Funding provided whether or not reduction achieve in 
18-19 and 19-20. Compliance begins in 20-21 for 17:1 
class size ratio.
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 Delays professional learning days by one year, 
now to begin in 19-20 (6362 §402).

◦ Proposed limits on early release / late-start days 
removed in final version.

 Hold harmless provision (6362 §401).

◦ For 18-19 and 19-20 districts qualify if the total state 
allocation + levy + LEA is less than previous year. 

 2018-19 salary allocations in budget (6032 §102).

◦ CIS - $65,216.05

◦ CAS - $96,805.00

◦ CLS - $46,784.33
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 Removes reference  to “resident students” in levy 
and LEA calculations (6362 §303, 307).

 Removes reference to transportation levies and 
excludes transportation and capital levies 
restrictions on enrichment levies (6362 §306).

 No change was made to the required pre-
approval of levies by OSPI that was in EHB 2242. 
Given that fact, and comments by Chris Reykdal, 
that requirement seems likely for future levies 
prior to submitting to voters (6362 §304).
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 Changes requirement for separate accounting of 
local funds from 19-20 to 18-19 (6362 §302).

 Specifies criteria for identifying highly capable 
students (6362 §105).

◦ Must use multiple, objective criteria.

◦ Local norms may be used but may not be uses as a more 
restrictive criteria than national norms.

◦ Subjective measures like teacher recommendations and 
report card grades may not be used to screen out 
students.

◦ To extent practicable screening and assessments must 
be in native language.
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 Requires the superintendent of public instruction 
to convene a work group, to make 
recommendations to define the duties and 
responsibilities that entail a "school day" under 
the state's statutory program of basic education 
(6362 §402).

◦ Must include representatives of diverse school districts 
and education stakeholders under RCW.

 The superintendent of public instruction has 
been directed to develop a single, optional salary 
schedule, as directed in EHB 2242, rather than 
multiple options.
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